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Get real-world guidance—direct from the Microsoft Windows Server 2003  team—for planning and deploying an upgrade from Windows NT 4.o to Windows Server  2003 for your small or medium-sized business. This book delivers  straightforward, step-by-step instructions on how to upgrade to an Active  Directory directory service environment; migrate your DHCP, WINS, file, print,  remote access, and Web server roles; and implement Group Policy-based  administration. Whether you support 10 or 1000 users, this book and evaluation  software provide everything you need to put Windows Server 2003 to work right  away.

Discover how to:

	Upgrade to a Windows Server 2003 Active Directory domain to improve network  services while simplifying administration  
	Migrate file servers, assess storage needs, and get permission types for  migrated data and files  
	Merge print servers and move print queues, drivers, and printer ports to the  new Windows environment  
	Improve mobile worker connectivity with dial-up and VPN remote access  
	Transfer Web site content and settings to Microsoft Internet Information  Services (IIS) 6.0  
	Consolidate network resources—and reduce ownership costs—by migrating WINS  and DHCP services  
	Configure the Group Policy Management Console (GPMC) to administer  environmental settings and privileges for users and computers 
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Hematopoietic Growth Factors in Oncology: Basic Science and Clinical Therapeutics (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2004

	Leading oncologists, hematologists, and nephrologists comprehensively review the role of HGFs in clinical practice, explain the molecular basis of their effects, and consider potential future developments. The authors focus on the use of HGFs in oncology, describing their cutting-edge application to patients with lung cancer, Hodgkin's...
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Developing User Interfaces for Microsoft WindowsMicrosoft Press, 1999
Good user interfaces matter. In fact, they matter a great deal to the success of a program. While a program’s design and technology affects its overall capability and performance, as far as the user is concerned, the user interface is the program. If the user interface isn’t good, the program isn’t good. Don’t expect...
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Applied XML: A Toolkit for ProgrammersJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999
Looking past much of the hype surrounding XML, Applied XML provides a real-world guide to the XML used in the latest browsers and server-side solutions. Approachable yet filled with useful specifics about XML standards, this book fills a valuable niche for any IS professional, including Java developers.
 The notable feature here is the...
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Mathematica®: A Problem-Centered Approach (Springer Undergraduate Mathematics Series)Springer, 2016

	An introduction to the vast array of features and powerful mathematical functions of Mathematica that uses a multitude of clearly presented examples and worked-out problems that enable the reader to learn from the codes and avoids lengthy explanations.
...
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UNIX Filesystems: Evolution, Design, and ImplementationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
A comprehensive look at the principles, functionality, and implementations of UNIX and Linux® filesystems
Every aspect of a network–storage, file transfers, backup–depends on the filesystem for structure, functionality, and integrity. Surprisingly, UNIX–the operating system of choice for mission-critical networks–has...
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Computational Methods to Study the Structure and Dynamics of Biomolecules and Biomolecular Processes: From Bioinformatics to Molecular Quantum Mechanics (Springer Series in Bio-/Neuroinformatics)Springer, 2013

	Since the second half of the 20th century machine computations have played a critical role in science and engineering. Computer-based techniques have become especially important in molecular biology, since they often represent the only viable way to gain insights into the behavior of a biological system as a whole. The complexity of...
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